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On Grandparents Day, today, we’ve got the relationship covered from both sides

IT’S A BEAUTIFUL RELATIONSHIP:
KJ YESUDAS

MY GRANDMOM
IS MY DARLING:
PRIYA ANAND

have been staying with my grandparents since childhood. I am very
fortunate to have them in my life as
they have always been very supportive,
especially my grandmom. My 82-yearold grandmom, Thaiyalnayaki (known
to everyone close to her as Thaiyu), is
very close to me and I stay with her in
my home in Chennai as my parents are
in the US. She is not at all strict, is very
friendly and I can even share with her
certain things that I cannot share with
my parents. When I get back home
from a hectic day at work, she is my
stress buster. She likes all my films and
her favourites are 180 and English
Vinglish. Whichever language I act in,
even though she won’t know those languages, she will ensure she watches
them and appreciates my work. I always look up to her honest comments
after my film’s release. My darling —
that’s how I call her — used to accompany me to audio launches and other
events, although she has not come to
my shooting venues much. The one
thing that I like the most in my grandmom is that she has a forward-thinking
mind. She has always maintained that
girls need to be independent and she
tells me quite often that there is no
urgency to get married. ‘Just work, be
independent, earn for yourselves and
lead your own life and then get married,’ she keeps saying. She likes to
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travel and she has travelled all over the
world with my granddad. During my
growing up days, I went on a temple
trip with my paati. This was one of the
most memorable time I spent with her.
She is the best travel companion as she
never complains about anything. Even
now, wherever I travel to, I get her gifts
from there. My childhood was awesome, as I was with her. She’d never tell
me to study. She is very affectionate
and friendly. Personally, as I have
always stayed with my grandparents
and continue to stay with my grandmom, and so, I can say that having
them around is such a wonderful feeling. I have learnt a lot of life lessons
from her during my growing up years.
I used to complicate things and she
would come and give a simple solution
and that huge problem would be solved
within a minute. She always says that
life is very simple, and that one should
not complicate it and I always keep this
in mind and approach life. She has
taught me great values in life. She is
adorable, simple, at the same time my
pillar of strength. Her love for me is
unconditional!
As told to Janani.Karthik@timesgroup.com

nce a man becomes a father,
within a year or so, he’s usually running after that good job,
promotion, or things that can make his
family comfortable. And so, most of the
time, it is only the mother who takes care
of the kids, brings them up, and gets to
spend time with them. And so, all the father's love and affection is often from
afar. Which is why men find true happiness when they retire, and play with their
grandchildren. Spending time with my
grandchildren, showering them with all
the love and affection which I was too
busy to shower on my kids because of a
hectic working schedule, is what true
bliss means for me these days — it’s a
beautiful feeling and I am experiencing
it every day. I just sit with them, ignoring my work, and time flies. Kids don’t
care about who we are, what our position or status in the society is. In front
of them, everyone is equal. In fact, at
times, we must obey their orders. If they
say, ‘Thatha, okkarunga’, we must sit.
That’s love. It’s a beautiful feeling, and
all grandparents would love to just surrender to their grandkids. Also, it is important that grandparents forge a good
relationship with their grandchildren,
as they will pass on all their experiences
and knowledge to the little ones. In fact,
even yesterday, my Acchamma (granddaughter Ameya) came to me with her
schoolbag and said, ‘Thatha paatu sollikudu’ — that was a moment of joy for
me. What else do I need in this world?
She even listened when I sang. I call my
granddaughter Achamma, and grandson Appappa. Nothing else makes me
smile these days. The sad fact is, most often, these days, kids go abroad to work,
leaving their parents back home. They
marry, go there, have kids there. A few
years later, when they come for a vacation and introduce their parents to their

In a first of its kind, Tamil
director uses business
analysis to enhance script

Mohan Raja (R) with Venkadesh Narayanan and Bharathi
Suganth.M@timesgroup.com
t is usual practice in our film industry for
directors to have assistant directors help
develop the script and do the background
research for their film’s setting. But in what
is a novel move, director Mohan Raja roped
in a business analysis firm, Fhyzics Business
Consultants, for the purpose. “This happened entirely by accident. In January 2013, I
was in the basic stage of scripting. My closest childhood friend Mubarak is in the IFS
and had told me about the rigorous training
the IPS and IFS candidates are put through. I
developed a huge admiration for them and
decided that I would do a story around an
IPS officer. Through him, Venkadesh
Narayanan, his batchmate who belongs to a
business analysis firm, approached me and
wanted to explore if the concept could be
used in films. I had heard of professional
research firms helping Hollywood filmmakers. We met and realized this could be mutually beneficial,” says Raja.
Talking about the concept, Venkadesh
says, “Business analysis is a field that evolved in the 1980s. Our expertise lies in providing business analyses and solutions for
organizations and products. We find out
what the market expects and try to build
those features into the product or service.
We wanted to explore if this can also be
applied to films.”
Raja had a rough idea of what the story is
about and how it will shape up. He had explained to Venkadesh’s team who the hero is,
how the villain should be and the conflict between these two characters. “With all his inputs, Venkadesh, his associate Bharathi and a
team of five, researched and created a presentation for me. They also made an emotional graph for the two leads to give an idea of
who will be undergoing what at any given
point in the film. This helped me pack in the
tension while editing the film,” he says.
Venkadesh explains further, “In Thani
Oruvan, the concept is that of how small cri-
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mes are often fronts for larger crimes. We
looked at crime records and media reports
from 1990 and created a list of 22 fields (from
which Raja chose three) most susceptible to
crime action. Such detail can feel authentic
and give a logical flow to the story. The data
that is shown in the film is all authentic.”
Raja adds, “Our films hardly distinguish
between a normal cop and an IPS officer. I
wanted to show the difference. My hero was
someone who did not have a back story on
his family or why he is so passionate about
the society — there was no drama in his personal life for the audience to identify with
him. So, I needed a detailed charaterisation
of him as an IPS officer to make the audience
think highly of him.”
He gives an example to illustrate this. “I
knew that the hero and the villain should meet during the graduation ceremony. It is the
home minister who pins the badge on the candidates, so I asked them to check if there
was any other way in which these two characters could meet. They researched and
found out that a gun is presented to the top
rank-holder. I used that in the scene and had
the villain presenting the gun to the hero.
This way, the audience is primed to remember this moment when the gun plays a bigger
role later in the movie,” he says.
There were also times when the director
could not use the information. “We found out
that IPS officers change costumes five to six
times on an average in a day. But in films,
when you show a character in a different costume, the audience assumes that the event
happens on another day. So, I had to be judicious in picking what will work best. I would
say we have used only 5% of what they did,
but that is the concentrated version of everything that we had discussed,” he says.
Venkadesh concurs. “Every movie, barring maybe romantic films, can benefit from
business analysis. But ultimately, it depends
on the director to make sense of the all the
data and use it effectively in the film and
enhance it,” he concludes.

KJ Yesudas
with his
granddaughter
Ameya
kids, the child isn’t even interested in interacting with his or her grandparent,
let alone understanding and being them.
All I will say is, it’s a beautiful relationship and we must all make an effort to
work on it. It is essential for the continuity of life.
As told to Logesh.Balachandran
@timesgroup.com

My big boobs got in the way of
Steve Jobs movie role: Kate
ctress Kate Winslet is of
Oscar-winning pedigree, but
she claims that she couldn’t
interest Steve Jobs director Danny
Boyle and producer Scott Rudin
because she felt her voluptuous figure might have come in the way. She
told a UK daily, “I couldn’t get hold
of a script. For some reason, they
had mental blocks and couldn’t get
beyond my blonde hair and big
boobs and see me in the part. I look
nothing like Joanna (a character in
the movie). She has dark hair and
glasses. We’re very different. That
shouldn’t have been a problem
because actors transform themselves in films all the time. But
blonde and boobs were getting in
the way. I put on wigs, had a bit of
makeup done and shot selfies that I
pinged over to Scott. I thought,
‘That’s probably blown it...!’ They
were cheap acrylic wigs, but at least
I wasn’t blonde in them’. Danny
later looked me in the eye and said,
‘I want you to play this part’. It all
happened very quickly after that.”
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Delhi Ganesh

Sharanya.Cr@timesgroup.com
ctor Delhi Ganesh is perhaps one of the few in the
industry today who has
efficiently straddled the old and the
new. Be it pulling off a negative
role in Apoorva Sagodharargal,
playing Palakkad Mani Iyer in
Michael Madana Kama Rajan, a
drunken mrindangam player in
Sindhu Bhairavi or a doting fatherin-law in the recent 36 Vayadhinile
— Ganesh has essayed them all
with panache. And with his hilarious performance as Alfred Pennyworth in the short film, What If
Batman Comes To Chennai,
Ganesh struck a chord with the
youngsters, too. Here he is, telling
us about this and that, and about
his true friends in the industry…
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The Batman video…

Kate Winslet

… Happened by chance. A team of
youngsters from Put Chutney
called me asking if I can be a part
of their video — I had no idea who
Batman was. Later, I asked my son
and told him that they are planning
to do a hilarious spin on the same. I
watched bits and parts of the film,
and understood that I was playing
Alfred's role. I never expected it to
become such a big hit online. The
team was very exacting, but sweet.
If they were not happy with a
scene, they re-shot until they perfected it. They treated me with
great respect and didn't compromise on the remuneration. They
had allotted budgets and accordingly, shot the video. We even did a
sequel as the first part became a
huge hit. I met PC Sreeram recently at the airport. Even though I
have done several films, he came to
congratulate me for the video!.
Youngsters today have a lot of
bright ideas. I recently shot for a

short film, Unnake Uyir Aanen, a
film by a PSG Coimbatore student.
It is about love after 50. It was wellpresented. Today, I enjoy doing
more short films than serials.
Women dominate serials, leaving
us with hardly any role.

You were in the Indian Air Force.
What prompted you to get into
films?
I was living in Delhi and working
with the Indian Air Force. They
used to have entertainment programmes for the wounded jawans
since there were not many options at that time. For one of the
programmes, one of the senior
members of the team who was
playing a lead role compelled me
to join in. I was very apprehensive, but eventually, took the
stage. When people started appreciating my performance, I took
interest in learning the craft.
Later, I joined a Tamil theatre
group in Delhi and began performing in several cities. My acting was appreciated by many critics. I moved to Chennai and began
acting in Kathadi Ramamurthy's
troupe. It was during that time
that K Balachander saw me and
asked me to act.

You chose to do supporting actor
roles.
Yes, I did a few films where I
played the lead role. I was very fit
at that time, and was quite handsome, too (laughs). But somehow,
I never clicked as a hero. But it
didn't bog me down. Directors
began offering me supporting
actor roles that were well-etched
out. I am glad I took that route.
Many stalwarts from the industry
have appreciated the films in
which I played a supporting character.

CONTINUED ON BACKBEAT

THIS NEW SPORT BOWLS CHENNAI OVER
Praveen Tyagarajan

Ashish.Joseph1@timesgroup.com
asneet Kaur Kohli is a new convert to the game of bowling.
She’s teaming up with her
cousin and is all keyed up for the tenpin bowling tournament called All
Women Bowl-A-Thon that will held in
the city. Like the few off-beat competitions we’ve had of late, say, the paintball competition and then the spikeball championship, bowling too is a
fun event and this newest one is hoping to spot talents and perhaps even
find a candidate or two to groom for
the 2020 Olympics, where bowling is
likely to be included.
Though the sport as such has been
around for a while, bowling is still in
its nascent stage in Chennai, say
enthusiasts. The idea behind holding
this event, therefore, is to promote the
sport, says, Prasanna Rajagopalan,
president of Rotary Club of United
Chennai, the organiser of this threeday event in a city mall. “Creating an
awareness about the sport is one of the
reasons for organizing this tournament. Also, it is better to find the talented ones early and start giving them
professional training.”
So, what are the bowling movements that Chennaiites will have to
employ to make a mark at this tournament? Senthil Kumar aka DJ Zen, who
is a Tamil Nadu bowling team mem-
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LIKE THE GAMES
OF PAINTBALL
AND SPIKEBALL,
BOWLING, TOO,
IS A FUN EVENT

ber, says that the
sport is physically
and mentally challenging. “While the
game is played just
for fun in many
places, the professional level requires
a lot of mind and body co-ordination.
However, the sport is considered only
an entertainment by Chennaiites.
Now, things are slowly taking shape

after
the
Tenpin
Bowling Federation
was launched a few
years
ago,”
says
Senthil,
adding,
“Bowling is also part of
Asian Games. Unlike in Chennai,
Bangalore has a bowling campaign
where they train the enthusiasts for
the next level.” There are two different
styles of bowling, explains Senthil —

spin and hook. “And the balls could
weigh anywhere between 6 and 16
pounds. Spinners require a lot of wrist
movement, whereas in hook bowling,
the heavier the ball, the better the
result. Every professional player keeps
a set of 10 to 12 balls and uses them
according to the oil pattern in the
bowling alley.”
Eight-time national bowling champion, Sabeena Saleem explains,
“Strength of legs is another important
factor in bowling and during the
release it’s the leg that takes all the
weight and still manages to balance
the player’s body.”
While the teams will try their might
at bowling and bowl over the crowd
with their deft hand-work and agile
foot-work, there’s also a good cause
associated with the event. Sreehari
Abhilash, club member, informs,
“Around 75 teams, including college
students and corporate employees,
have registered for this one. The
money raised through this will be used
for the Think Sports Initiative of the
club, which will train corporation
school students in sports and provide
them with assistance.” Kohli, who’s
busy practising her game, says,
“Though the cause attached with this
event to help poor students in sports
had me registering for the event, after
playing a few trail rounds I feel I am
quite glued to the game now.”

